Mini Purse Card Holder

Cut the following pieces from one piece of solid cardstock-

Cut a strip that is 8 1/2 x 1. Score both ends at 1 1/2.
Cut 2 pieces that are 3 1/4 x 5 1/2. Score with 5 1/2 side at the top at 1 3/4 on both pieces.
Cut remaining into a piece that is 3 3/4 x 3 1/4. With 3 3/4 side at the top, score 1 inch in from both
ends.
Cut 2 pieces of DSP to 3 x 3 1/2.
Cut a strip of DSP that is 3/4 x 8 1/2 for the handle.
(And I added a piece of DSP that is 3 1/8 x 1 5/8 to the inside top of the box to cover where the handles
are attached.)
Cut 1 acetate card box (the new 3 1/8 size) in half.

Assembly-

Attach one end of the top piece to one end of a side piece. Adhere DSP over to cover seam and put
DSP on other side piece as well. Decorate the front as desired (front is piece WITHOUT top attached)
Adhere two sides together at the bottom overlapping 1 3/4” sections. Assemble box pieces and use
strong adhesive to put inside purse. Adhere strip of DSP to strip of cardstock for handle. Attach
handle ends inside top and cover with DSP piece if desired. Now you can attach your Velcro closure!
*This purse will hold the whole height of one box to give you more pocket area, just cut off the top. I
chose to cut one in half to maximize product usage. They will hold Ghirardelli squares nicely. I plan to
cut up some sheets of embellishments to put in there and wrap some ribbons around cards to place in
there for downline gifts and awards!! Have fun with it!!! ~ Charity

